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Introduction
Welcome to your astrological Relationship Report.
This report is based on the astrology technique of Synastry, which compares the horoscopes
of two people and interprets the correlations between them.
The first part of the report analyses the mix of Qualities and Elements between you to give a
general indication of your modes of behaviour.
The second part looks at the placements of each other's planets in one another's natal houses.
This indicates how you influence each other in the areas of life represented by the houses
occupied by one another's planets.
The third part interprets the inter-aspects between your two charts. This shows how you relate
to each other. Some of these interpretations are positive and easy and others are challenging.
Your Relationship Report reveals your areas of harmony and compatibility as well as your
areas of tension and conflict. Hold in mind that human relationships are complex and
contradictions can occur in the interpretation.
We trust you will find the report insightful and helpful.
zz

Birth Data
Prince Harry
15 Sep 1984 4:20:00 PM BST -01:00:00
London England 0w06'00 51n30'00
Tropical Zodiac
Placidus House System
zz
Meghan Markle
4 Aug 1981 4:46:00 AM PDT +07:00:00
Canoga Park California USA 118w35'50 34n12'04
Tropical Zodiac
Placidus House System
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Qualities and Elements
zz
Harry's strongest Quality is Mutable and Meghan's strongest Quality is
Cardinal
A relationship between Cardinal and Mutable personalities is generally good as you both
enjoy change and variety. Meghan has a pioneering spirit and likes to initiate new things and
Harry is very adaptable. Problems can arise between you, though, if Harry is negligent and
unmotivated or if Meghan tries to dominate or order Harry around.
zz
zz
Harry's strongest Element is Earth and Meghan's strongest Element is Fire
Relationships between Fire and Earth personalities can be mutually advantageous. Meghan is
enterprising and outgoing, whereas Harry is security conscious and cautious. Harry benefits
from the opportunities that Meghan creates and Meghan, in turn, benefits from Harry's
common sense and ability to provide material protection. Problems can arise between you,
however, if Meghan becomes frustrated with Harry's conservatism, or if Harry can't cope
with Meghan's constant need for change and excitement.
zz
zz
zz

Harry's Houses
zz
Meghan's Planets in your Houses
zz
zz
Her Sun is in your 7th House
This is a classic partnership combination. You recognise just how important Meghan is in
your life. It is as if you and she are meant for one another. She lights up your life and shows
you what a relationship can be.
zz
zz
Her Moon is in your 8th House
When it comes to managing your joint finances, her instincts should be heeded. Take notice if
she has a good or a bad feeling about anything that could impact on your financial security.
zz
zz
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Her Mercury is in your 7th House
You think of Meghan as your partner and personal sounding board. There are things that you
can say to her that only she can understand and appreciate. You are attracted to her
intelligence and way of thinking. She stimulates you mentally and there is an ease of
communication between you.
zz
zz
Her Venus is in your 8th House
There can be issues to contend with concerning joint resources and finances. It is important
to establish some guidelines with regards to expenditure and to avoid high risk activities or
investments. On the personal front, Meghan can help you come to terms your most personal
fears and anxieties.
zz
zz
Her Mars is in your 6th House
She may be enthusiastic about the type of work you do and give encouragement when
needed. You can be productive and industrious together. There may be a risk of Meghan
being too demanding or bossy which can create stress and health issues.
zz
zz
Her Jupiter is in your 8th House
This is a good combination for business related activity. You may give or lend money to each
other. Through her efforts and abilities there is the possibility that you can prosper together
and even gain a measure of wealth.
zz
zz
Her Saturn is in your 8th House
Money can be a problem between you. She may try to control your joint finances, which can
cause feelings of anxiety or annoyance between you. There is a risk of financial hardship or
getting into debt. Running a business together might not be a good idea.
zz
zz
Her Uranus is in your 10th House
Your direction in life suddenly came to a crossroad when you met Meghan. All of a sudden
you started considering alternative personal or professional options. She awakened you to a
raft of possibilities and pointed out that there are numerous life-paths on offer to check out.
Just one word of warning, don't be in too much of a hurry to make radical changes to your
life.
zz
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zz
Her Neptune is in your 11th House
Your friends don't quite know what to make of Meghan. To some of them she is charming
and idealistic, while others think she is potentially deceitful or dishonest. Both assessments
may be correct or completely off-target. Trust your own instincts and give her the benefit of
the doubt.
zz
zz
Her Pluto is in your 9th House
Meghan can transform the way you see the world philosophically and spiritually. She has
strong beliefs and convictions that may impact upon you for better or otherwise. Care may be
necessary when travelling together in risky regions.
zz
zz
Her Ascendant is in your 7th House
You 'know' this person. In Meghan, you recognise a buddy who could be that and more. You
may be hanging out together for quite some time.
zz
zz
Her Midheaven is in your 2nd House
Her line of work and reputation can either help or hamper you financially. She can bring you
economic advantages or cost you money.
zz
zz
zz

Meghan's Houses
zz
Harry's Planets in your Houses
zz
zz
His Sun is in your 3rd House
Communication is vital to this relationship. Harry encourages you to speak your mind and
you will probably have many heart to heart discussions with each other. He may tend to
initiate or dominate conversations. One of the best ways to keep things stimulating between
you is to have the occasional short trip away together.
zz
zz
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His Moon is in your 11th House
Here is someone who you can get close to and call a friend. He instinctively tunes into your
needs and enjoys spending time with you. Quite possibly, you met each other in a social
setting or through a mutual friend. He readily supports your ambitions and goals in life.
zz
zz
His Mercury is in your 2nd House
You and Harry talk a lot about financial and business matters. No doubt, he has many ideas
on how you can spend or invest your money; just make sure that you are confident he knows
what he's talking about. If you do trust his abilities he can help you make financial decisions.
zz
zz
His Venus is in your 4th House
You enjoy being at home with Harry and this is where you can be happy together. He can
help you to harmonise and beautify your domestic environment. Building a nest together is
important to you.
zz
zz
His Mars is in your 5th House
Here is someone who you can be adventurous with in love. He knows how to push your
romantic buttons - and let's be frank - turn you on. You feel alive when you are together.
Often, all you want to do is have fun and play.
zz
zz
His Jupiter is in your 6th House
Harry has a beneficial influence on your experience of work and service. He could be your
teacher in some kind of specialised field. You look after each other's health needs and strive
to live a happy and wholesome life. It is important to recognise the benefits of a good diet
and physical exercise.
zz
zz
His Saturn is in your 4th House
Living together in harmony might not be the easiest thing to achieve with Harry. He may
attempt to throw his weight around on the home front. His relationship with your family
might not always be easy.
zz
zz
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His Uranus is in your 5th House
There's a good chance that your attraction to Harry took you by surprise and came on quite
suddenly. You looked up one day and there he was. This could be one of those 'love at first
sight' moments that can tend to start and end quite abruptly.
zz
zz
His Neptune is in your 6th House
Harry is sensitive to your needs. He can sense how you are and intuitively knows when you
are not in top form. He may be receptive to alternative health remedies and able to refer you
to appropriate treatment providers.
zz
zz
His Pluto is in your 4th House
Harry can exert a strong presence in your home and domestic life even if you live together or
not. There may be power struggles in this relationship between you and potentially with him
and members of your family.
zz
zz
His Ascendant is in your 6th House
Here is someone who has a correct grasp of what you're trying to get done in life and he has
just the right skills you're looking for. He is always ready to lend a hand.
zz
zz
His Midheaven is in your 4th House
His line of work, reputation and stature in life may influence how he is received by your
family.
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Inter-chart Aspect Grid

Prince Harry

Meghan Markle
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Inter-chart Aspects
zz
zz
Harry's Sun is Sextile Meghan's Uranus 3° 06' Moderate
One of the things that attracted you to each other is your mutual sense of fun and
impulsiveness. You love spontaneity and keeping each other on their toes. You are both up for
new experiences and get a kick out of trying different things together. Other people like being
around you because of the positive way you 'spark off' of one another.
zz
zz
Harry's Sun is Square Meghan's Neptune 0° 38' Strong
The main concern of this aspect, from a relationship perspective, is do you trust one another
and are you honest with each other? There can be a tendency to evade important issues within
your relationship or to do things behind each other's backs. There can also be problems with
intoxicants and difficulties caused by deception or unreliability. Positively, there is a strong
inner connection between you and you are able to pick up one on another intuitively.
zz
zz
Harry's Sun is Sextile Meghan's Ascendant 1° 20' Strong
A harmonious aspect between the Ascendant and the Sun makes for an ease of individual and
social interaction. You are able to relate well to each other and come across to others as a
confident couple who look right together.
zz
zz
Harry's Moon is Opposition Meghan's Uranus 4° 43' Moderate
One - or both - of you knew from your first contact that something would develop between
you. Intuition plays a strong part in your relationship. You hold a fascination for one another
and delight in being unpredictable with each other. Your living arrangements are likely to be
unconventional and you enjoy keeping others guessing about the nature of your relationship.
Both of you value personal freedom and you know when to give each other time out or
breathing space.
zz
zz
Harry's Moon is Sextile Meghan's Ascendant 2° 57' Moderate
You relate well to one another emotionally and have the ability to sense each other's needs.
You interact with one another effortlessly and find it easy to adapt when necessary. There is
genuine empathy, tenderness and affection between you.
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zz zz
Harry's
Venus is Conjunct Meghan's Pluto 4° 09' Mild
The power of attraction between you is intense and undeniable. It is as if you have been
drawn to one another by some kind of hidden force. Your connection may seem fateful or pre
-destined. Possibly, you may think that the reason you have come together is because you
have something to work out between you. There can be power struggles and the danger of
one of you trying to manipulate or coerce the other. Guard against jealousy and
possessiveness.
zz
zz
Harry's Venus is Opposition Meghan's Midheaven 5° 54' Mild
The connection between you is deep and loving. You feel that you really know each other
intimately and that you belong together. You have similar personal and family interests. Your
home is likely to be lovely, harmonious and pleasant to be in.
zz
zz
Meghan's Sun is Trine Harry's Mars 4° 57' Mild
With this aspect, you express your combined energies positively and confidently. You support
each other's ambitions and push one another along to achieve your personal and shared goals.
Together, you enjoy an active life-style and take great pleasure in being constantly busy. You
are open and direct with one another and make your intentions known to each other without
fear of disapproval or reprisal.
zz
zz
Meghan's Venus is Square Harry's Mars 3° 49' Mild
This is an important aspect in love and marriage relationships because it is all about your sexlife together. Your initial passion for each other is undeniable, however, it is likely that it will
cool down over time. You need to keep each other interested in one another; otherwise there
can be a risk of betrayal.
zz
zz
Harry's Mars is Conjunct Meghan's Neptune 5° 22' Mild
At its best, this planetary linking can enable you to do spiritual work or practices together. Or,
if you are artistically inclined, you can direct your energies into artistic and creative
activities. Equally, however, there may be the tendency for one of you to undermine the drive
and confidence of the other. One partner is at risk of being swayed off course or led astray by
the other. There may be issues between you involving intoxicants.
zz
zz
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Harry's Mars is Trine Meghan's Midheaven 5° 09' Mild
You take an active interest in each other's ambitions and readily lend your support to helping
one another realise them. Your work and domestic environments are energetic and lively.
zz
zz
Meghan's Moon is Square Harry's Jupiter 1° 20' Strong
The difficult aspects between Jupiter and the Moon are not usually too demanding. In
general, you both desire the same fundamental things in a relationship: emotional harmony,
mutual respect and the ability to advance and prosper in life together. You are honest with
one another and you both want to make the other as happy as possible. Some problems can
arise over philosophical differences, extravagance or displays of indifference and neglect.
zz
zz
Harry's Jupiter is Square Meghan's Jupiter 3° 07' Moderate
Difficulties can arise if there is intolerance or a lack of respect for one another's
philosophical, religious or spiritual beliefs. Extravagance and materialistic tendencies can
also put a strain on the relationship. In general, you may not necessarily agree on everything,
but you can smooth over differences of opinion through honesty and open-mindedness.
zz
zz
Harry's Jupiter is Square Meghan's Saturn 2° 18' Moderate
This can be a problem area in your relationship. You may have quite different philosophical
outlooks and attitudes about money. One of you tends to be financially conservative, while
the other can be a spendthrift. This can lead to arguments and mutual feelings of frustration
and dissatisfaction. Travelling together is not without its ups and downs.
zz
zz
Meghan's Sun is Square Harry's Saturn 0° 51' Strong
This can be a testing combination for any relationship to endure. There may be the tendency
for one of you to dominate or try to suppress the will of the other. For this union to work it
may be necessary to address issues of control and domination. It is important to consider
each other's needs and to avoid criticising or putting one another down. There can be benefits
from having occasional breaks from one another.
zz
zz
Meghan's Venus is Sextile Harry's Saturn 0° 18' Strong
Stability and reliability in love are important to you both. You are practical and realistic about
relationships and tend to be restrained in your display of affection. Your relationship can be
durable but it may not be emotionally satisfying.
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zz zz
Meghan's
Mars is Trine Harry's Saturn 1° 24' Strong
You have the power and the focus to achieve concrete and long-lasting mutual goals. You
keep each other on track and encourage one another to persevere through the slow or difficult
times. Life's challenges shared are challenges halved.
zz
zz
Meghan's Sun is Trine Harry's Uranus 2° 07' Moderate
One of the things that attracted you to each other is your mutual sense of fun and
impulsiveness. You love spontaneity and keeping each other on their toes. You are both up for
new experiences and get a kick out of trying different things together. Other people like being
around you because of the positive way you 'spark off' of one another.
zz
zz
Meghan's Mercury is Trine Harry's Uranus 4° 17' Mild
You seem to be tuned into each other's brain patterns and understand one another instantly
and intuitively. You like introducing each other to new things in life and exploring alternative
ideas together. When you put your minds together you can make ground-breaking
discoveries.
zz
zz
Meghan's Venus is Square Harry's Uranus 3° 16' Moderate
It is highly likely that you were instantly attracted to each other the first time you met. You
immediately recognised a fellow adventurer in love. This is not, however, your typical longterm relationship combination unless you allow each other plenty of freedom and
independence. Otherwise, you will become bored with one another and start looking for
excitement elsewhere.
zz
zz
Meghan's Jupiter is Sextile Harry's Uranus 3° 12' Mild
You encourage each other to be adventurous and to try new things. From this you both grow
and increase your understanding of the world and one another. You share similar spiritual and
philosophical attitudes.
zz
zz
Harry's Uranus is Trine Meghan's Midheaven 1° 56' Strong
Your life together is always stimulating. Expect sudden events in your family and
professional circumstances. You have the ability to adapt to any changes affecting these areas
by staying united and keeping positive.
zz
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zz
Meghan's Venus is Trine Harry's Ascendant 1° 38' Strong
You find it easy being affectionate with each other and it is obvious that you love one another
deeply. You tend to like the same things in others and share similar artistic and cultural
interests. You appear happy and content with each other.
zz
zz
Meghan's Mars is Opposition Harry's Ascendant 0° 04' Strong
You are adventure seekers who enjoy challenges and competing with each other. Physical
activity is a strong feature of your relationship. You do a lot of different things together and
like keeping busy and active. You are direct and frank with one another and know where you
stand with each other. At times, you may get impatient or even angry with one another and
cook up arguments to bring things to a head.
zz
zz
Meghan's Jupiter is Square Harry's Ascendant 4° 50' Mild
In general, you get along well with each other and tolerate one another's personal beliefs,
even if you don't wholeheartedly agree with them. You are both motivated by the desire to
improve your standing in the world and increase your financial power. There may be some
difficulties between you caused by extravagance and squandering on the part of one or both
of you.
zz
zz
Meghan's Saturn is Square Harry's Ascendant 5° 39' Mild
You need to think long and hard about the viability of maintaining a relationship with each
other. At times, a sense of humour is in short supply between you. There can be issues of
control and restriction that you may encounter and have to deal with. If one of you tries to
dictate the terms of the relationship it can lead to estrangement or separation.
zz
zz
Harry's Ascendant is Square Meghan's Midheaven 0° 18' Strong
The connection between you is very significant and personal, however, your individual and
relationship aspirations are quite different and at times at cross-purposes with one another.
You sometimes clash over family and domestic matters.
zz
zz
Meghan's Sun is Square Harry's Midheaven 5° 08' Mild
A dynamic aspect between the Sun and the Midheaven is significant. Together, you have the
power to achieve a lot in life. The aspirations of one partner are assisted in their realisation by
the power and organisational skills of the other. You encourage one another and support each
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other in your individual ambitions.
zz
zz
Meghan's Venus is Sextile Harry's Midheaven 4° 00' Mild
You feel a strong inner connection and love for each other. Your feelings for one another are
deep and sincere. You understand each other intimately. There is harmony between your
family and work lives.
zz
zz
Meghan's Mars is Trine Harry's Midheaven 5° 41' Mild
You take an active interest in each other's ambitions and readily lend your support to helping
one another realise them. Your work and domestic environments are energetic and lively.
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Astrological Terms & their Meanings
The Zodiacal Signs

i
j
k
l
m
o
p
q
r
u
v
w

Principle

Keywords

Ruler

ARIES
TAURUS
GEMINI
CANCER
LEO
VIRGO

I Am
I Have
I Think
I Feel
I Will
I Analyse

Motivated to act
Practical & persevering
Duality. Communicative
Emotional & nurturing
Desires recognition
Attention to detail

Mars
Venus
Mercury
Moon
Sun
Mercury

LIBRA
SCORPIO
SAGITTARIUS
CAPRICORN
AQUARIUS
PISCES

I Balance
I Desire
I Aspire
I Use
I Know
I Believe

Relates to others
Intense & forceful
Broad outlook, idealistic
Realistic & responsible
Human understanding
Spiritual & sensitive

Venus
Mars/Pluto
Jupiter
Saturn
Saturn/Uranus
Jupiter/Neptune

The Planets & Personal Points
SUN
!
MOON
#
MERCURY
$
VENUS
&
MARS
(
JUPITER
)
SATURN
*

Spirit, life force & identity. Masculine principle
Soul, emotions and instincts. Domesticity. Feminine principle
Intellect and power of communication. The reasoning mind
Love, beauty, art and attraction
Energy, action, aggression and conflict
Wisdom, expansion, optimism & success
Restriction, limitation, restraint & sorrow

URANUS
NEPTUNE
PLUTO
NORTH NODE
SOUTH NODE
ASCENDANT

Change, originality, revolution & eccentricity
Imagination, spirituality, inspiration, illusion & deception
Power, forces beyond personal control & transformation
Alliances, family ties and links with others
Karma and challenges in associations
Face you show the world. Primary motivation in life

MIDHEAVEN

Aim in life

The Houses
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

Physical appearance, self-expression and vitality
Personal assets, wealth and earning ability
Immediate environment, siblings, mentality and communication
Home, family, origins, father and later life
Pleasures, amusements, love & children

6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

Service, work & health
Partners, other people generally & open enemies
Other people's resources, wills, legacies & death
Long journeys, higher learning, religion and law
Reputation, career & the mother
Friends, benefactors and groups

12th

HOUSE

Self-undoing, withdrawal, retreat and seclusion

CONJUNCTION
OPPOSITION
TRINE
SQUARE
SEXTILE

Unity of energies, which can be harmonious or aggravating
Destructive or learning
Harmonious and flowing
Tension
Easy, creative and harmonious
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